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Millennial Talent
Attraction and Retention
Keeping talented young professionals
is harder than ever. Learn the right
way to build a culture that engages
and retains young professional talent!

Generational Differences at Work
Talent attraction & retention are more important than ever,
but successful teams must attract talent from all Generations!
As Boomers ride off into retirement, Gen X is left to manage
an empowered Millennial generation raised with a new set
of attitudes and expectations about their work-life balance.
Steve tackles stereotypes and builds understanding between
generations through a fun and humorous approach! This
presentation delivers a refreshed perspective and deeper
understanding of our generational differences, and fosters
an engaging discussion to help strengthen relationships and
ultimately improve the culture of your workplace. Hear ideas
and strategies to capture the “tribal knowledge” of Boomers
before they retire, engage Gen X as the next generation of
leaders, and attract top Millennial talent and motivate them
to stay! This session is perfect for conference keynotes!
Call today to book your next event!
Steve Bench, Founder
Generational Consulting, LLC
stevebenchspeaks@gmail.com
608-512-9081

5 Steps to Build a Winning
Multi-Generational Team
It’s not all about Millennials! Learn
how successful teams leverage the
strengths of each generation!

Generation Z: Social Media
Survival Guide
Kids express themselves in new ways
with each new App . Learn how to
stay informed, involved and aware!
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Testimonials
Steve has presented across the country
and worked with many corporate brands

“Steve is “The Man”! He immediately
connected and had us on board. The
room went from quiet, unease to a
bubbly, youthful enthusiasm, literally
within minutes! I cannot say how
impressed I am with him!” -Rusty
Scheiber, VP Brakebush Brothers, Inc.

“Every manager in the
country needs to hear
this presentation!”

“Thank you so much for your great
presentation. Now I have to figure out
how to top this for the rest of the year!”Judy K Knutson, Director, Oregon
Chamber of Commerce

STEVE BENCH

“You are an outstanding presenter!!
The content of the session was
perfectly delivered and you energized
the room with your humor, personality
and relatable stories. Thank you for a
memorable session!” -Liz Dobson,
Sales Rep, Dean Health Plan

STEVEBENCHSPEAKS@GMAIL.COM

Steve is founder of Generational Consulting, LLC which customizes presentations and
training sessions that deliver engagement strategies for attracting and retaining Millennials,
empowering Gen X, capturing Boomer wisdom and cultivating future leadership.
Steve is also founder of the Badger Business Challenge (BBC), a Shark Tank-style business
contest for kids. The BBC puts kids in charge to create new business ideas and make the
perfect sales pitch! Kids learn business concepts, practice soft skills and networking, and
compete for candy and prizes! BBC is a non-profit with 501c3 status pending
Previously, Steve served as director of Business World, a summer camp that teaches kids
about capitalism. When not in a classroom, Steve spends his time in gyms around the
midwest coaching AAU basketball.
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